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Acts of the Apostles could be understood as a tale of two stories of faith — that of                  

Peter, one of Jesus’ disciples and that of Paul, a persecutor of the Christians who               

was then converted to the faith. There are many other characters in this book but               

Peter and Paul are the lead figures. Peter and Paul have very different beginnings              

of their calls but similar stories about how they went forth to as preachers and               

evangelists. The early part of Acts features Peter and the later part of Acts              

features Paul. This is a simplification but it is one way to find your way through                

the chapters of the Acts of the Apostles.  

 

Here in chapter five, Peter and his gang have been hanging around the temple in               

Jerusalem causing chaos and ‘turning the world upside down’ with their           

preaching about Jesus. Thousands of people had been converted to Christianity           

when they heard Peter preach so you can imagine how threatening and disruptive             

this has been. They have been warned to stop but when they ignored this advise               

they were arrested and thrown in jail. Then the Holy Spirit interferes and releases              

their chains and opens their prison doors. Immediately they start preaching           

again. The council of temple authorities, having just sat down to dinner, are             

royally annoyed to hear that the disrupters have somehow escaped and are back             

on the streets preaching. Peter and company are then captured and brought            

before the high priest who says, “We gave you strict instructions to knock it off.”               

Peter shrugs and says, “We must obey God rather than any human authority.”  

 

This reminds me of a Tom and Jerry cartoon — where Tom just can’t catch Jerry                

and Jerry knows it and kind of enjoys sticking his tongue out at Tom as he runs                 

away. The high priest has all the power and the money and the soldiers and the                

scare tactics but none of them prove effective with Peter. Can’t stop, won’t stop.              

Peter is going to preach and he doesn’t care if he is thrown in prison, or if he is                   

tortured, or even if he is killed — he has been called to preach the gospel and that                  

is what he is going to do.  

 

Peter’s statement‘We must obey God rather than any human authority’ is           

informative. He does not feel like he has options — it isn’t just that Peter likes to                 

preach or wants to preach; it is that Peter’s love for God and commitment to God                

means Peter must preach. Peter is compelled to act because he feels beholden to              

God. Peter feels utter gratitude and indebtedness and so Peter will preach, no             

matter what. We should be inspired by the beholdenness (yes, I know this is not a                

real word) of Peter — how utterly committed he feels to God. Now remember              

Peter is not the picture of perfection in his discipleship, having disappointed            

Jesus a time or two. But Peter has now realized the impact Jesus had on his life,                 

he has come to believe that Jesus is his Savior, and that he is fortunate to have                 

been called to serve and even suffer in Jesus’ name.  
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Beholden is usually used negatively, as the expression goes, “I will be beholden to              

no one.” Beholden to your constituents or your boss or your landlord — this all               

does sound negative. And yet being beholden is part of the deep connections and              

relationships and loyalties we carry — and they can shape us for better. Peter and               

his loyalties make us ask the question to whom or to what do we feel beholden?                

I’d like to give you three examples of beholdenness I came across this week —               

two individual stories and the third a more general example that applies to many              

of you.  

 

The first story is from a phone call I had this week with a colleague, who is the                  

pastor of a very big church in Pennsylvania. He called me for some preaching              

advice. He told me he had been invited to speak to a group of General’s at the                 

Army Navy Club in a few weeks. He said he had no idea what to say to them for                   

45 minutes and thought that since I was in DC I would have some good ideas. He                 

explained to me that the only reason he agreed to this intimidating speaking             

engagement was that he was beholden to the person who had asked him to speak.               

He said this person was someone he had so much respect for and this man had                

bailed him out so many times that there was no way he could refuse. He actually                

used the word beholden but in such a positive way you could hear his gratitude he                

held towards the man who had invited him to speak. We can relate to this               

because we all have people in our lives to whom we are beholden and if they                

asked us to do something for them, we would absolutely do our very best to do it.  

 

The second example is from a GPC member who flew to Colorado this weekend to               

attend the memorial service for a former boss who died at age 59 of pancreatic               

cancer. This man had been a mentor to him professionally and had a significant              

impact on his life. He was a guy who went above and beyond the call of duty and                  

was constantly helping other people out. He was worth hundreds of millions of             

dollars but you would never know it. Although they hadn’t seen each other for              

years they remained in contact and when he died there was no way he wasn’t               

going to be at that service. He was beholden to this man, in a good way and                 

attending his memorial service was about admiration, duty, and gratitude. The           

ways other people shape us has the ability to call forth response from us years               

afterwards, as we grow and gain perspective and realize just how indebted we are              

towards these people — we are beholden to them. 

 

The last example I am going to offer of positive beholdenness is one that runs so                

deep that many cannot even articulate just the ways they are expressing their             

loyalties and their commitments and I know many of you participate in it, your              

lives are shaped by it, your money is spent on it, your witness to your love of this                  

thing is evident and proud — it is college football. College football — our              

obsessions, our pride, our loyalties are shaped by our love for the institution, our              

indebtedness to our experiences there, or simply our familial connections and           

relationships that are intertwined with these teams. This is why annually my            
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family drove eight extremely boring hours across Minnesota and Iowa to Lincoln,            

Nebraska so my father and brothers could stand in the freezing cold and cheer              

‘Go Big Red’ at the stadium. These behaviors are abnormal unless you get the              

bigger picture and deeper motivations. Whether you are a Commodore, a           

Buckeye, a Longhorn, a Cornhusker, or a Volunteer you understand          

beholdenness. 

 

Being beholden can be good or bad but in the context of Christian faith our               

beholdenness to God helps shape our lives and changes how we related to one              

another. Jesus taught us this was a good thing, a noble thing to be so connected                

to one another that we become selfless, and loyal, and committed to the people              

around us. The General’s, who will gather for dinner in a few weeks time, know               

about what it means to be beholden to something bigger than themselves. They             

have committed their lives and careers to the service of our nation and our              

democracy. Being beholden to something, some ideal, some mission, someone,          

has the ability to call forth the best in each one of us. 

 

It called forth the best in Peter. When his heart truly converted to Jesus he               

became focused and committed and sacrificial. He was committed first and           

foremost to his faith, his love of God, and his calling to serve. Peter rebuts, “We                

must obey God rather than any human authority.” 

 

Try that on your boss the next time they schedule a conference call on a Sunday                

morning. “I must obey God rather than any human authority.” Try that on your              

track coach who says you can’t miss any meets but schedules them on the day you                

are supposed to attend youth group. “I must obey God rather than any human              

authority.” Try that on the Georgetown parking cops when you get a ticket for              

serving Saturday night suppers to the homeless but you must park on the streets              

for more than two hours. “I must obey God rather than any human authority.”              

This is not just about defiance for Peter — it is about knowing the hierarchy of                

loyalties. Peter is going to be loyal to God first and foremost. 

 

We have been called to be loyal to God. This loyalty, this sense of gratitude, and                

indebtedness to God, shapes our actions. It impacts the ways we are willing to              

speak about our faith and tell our story. It impacts the things we are willing to                

give up in order to serve and worship God. It impacts our sense of generosity and                

our willingness to give money to the church and causes that promote the             

kingdom of God. It impacts the ways we strive to love our neighbor, forgive our               

debtors, and serve the common good. 

 

Peter felt it was a privilege to preach the gospel, he said it was a privilege and an                  

honor to suffer for the sake of the gospel. You only feel this way when your                

loyalties run deep. We might not be called to suffer in these same explicit ways               

but we have been called to this same level of loyalty and beholdenness. Because              

just like Peter and Paul — we have been saved, we have been loved, we have been                 
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blessed, and we have been called. And those experiences forever shape us. We are              

beholden to God and it is our duty, it is our honor, and it is our joy to express our                    

indebtedness and gratitude all the days of our lives.  

 

Beholden. First to God. Second to one another. And then and only then…college             

football.  

 

Thanks be to God. 

 

Amen. 
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